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0. Introduction

The theory of symmetric Dirichlet spaces and the probabilistic potential
theory built on Hunt processes were unified by M. Fukushima [8], M.L. Sil-
verstein [17] and others (see References in [8]). In particular, analysis based
on additive functionals (AF's) and stochastic calculus related to symmetric
Dirichlet spaces were developed by M. Fukushima [8], M. Fukushima and
M. Takeda [9], S. Nakao [15] and M. Takeda [20]. On the other hand, the
theory of non-symmetric Dirichlet spaces was studied by J. Bliedtner [3, 4],
H. Kunita [10] etc.. Furthermore S. Carrillo Menendez [5] constructed the
Hunt process associated with a non-symmetric Dirichlet space. Then many
results in the symmetric case have been extended to the non-symmetric case
by Y. Le Jan [11, 12], M.L. Silverstein [18], S. Carrillo Menendez [6] etc..
The purpose of this paper is to extend those results in [8], [9] and [20] to the
non-symmetric case and thereby enlarge the range of applications of Dirichlet
space theory.

1. Summary of the results

We first give a precise definition of non-symmetric Dirichlet form. Let
X be a locally compact Hausdorff space with countable base and m a non-nega-
tive Radon measure on X such that supp[m]=X. L2(X, m) denotes the real
L2-space with inner product

= \ u(x) v(x) m{dx), u, v^L2(X, m).
Xw X

Let H be a dense linear subspace of L2(X, m) which forms a Hilbert space with
a norm || \\H such that for some K>0, \\u\\&>K\\u\\L* for any u^H. More-
over we assume that if u^H, then \u\, u/\\^H. In this article we consider
a bilinear form a on HxH which satisfies the following conditions;
(a.l) aa is coercive for any a>0> i.e., there exists a constant K1=K1(a)>0
such that a^u, tij^KjWuWfffor every
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(a.2) a is continuous in the following sense; there exists a constant K2>0
such that |a(w, v)\ ^K2\\u\\H\\v\\Hiov every u,
(a.3)
(a.4)
Here 2L#(U, v)=a(u, v)-\-a{u, v)L2, a(w, v)=a,(v, u) and T1u=u+Al (w+=«V0).
A bilinear form a which fulfills (a.l)~(a.4) is called a Dirichlet form on HxH,
and (a, H) a Dirichlet space on L2(X, m). Let us note that, under the condi-
tions (a.l) and (a.2), the conditions (a.3) and (a.4) are equivalent to the next
ones respectively (see [10]);

and

In particular, if a is symmetric, (a.3)' reduces to the usual sub-Markov condi-
tion for a symmetric form that a(w, w)^a(Tj u> Txu). Let CQ(X) be the set
of all bounded continuous functions on X with compact support. From now
on we assume that H is regular, i.e., C0(X)r\H is dense in H with || \\H and
dense in CQ(X) with uniform norm.

Let us now summarize the results and methods in the present paper.
In Section 2 we give some basic notions and the Beurling-Deny formula

for a; for u, v<=C0(X) f]Hf

( . ) y a W v)+~2 aW v) — vw> v)

(v(x)-v(y))<r(dxydy)

M u(x)
2 ix K }

Here AT is a local symmetric form on C0(-3T)ni5r; Ar(w, v)=0 if © is constant
on a neighbourhood of supp[#] (=support of u). a- is a positive Radon measure
on XxX—A (A is diagonal) satisfying

u(x) v(y) <r(dx, dy) = —SL(U, V)

for uy v^C0(X)r\H such that supp[w] nsupp[?;]=0. X (resp. X) is a positive
Radon measure on X satisfying

i u(x) X(dx) = a(v, u)— \ u(y) (l—v(x)) <r(dx> dy)

(resp. ( u{x) X(dx) = SL(V, « ) - ( «(*) ( l-»(y)) <r(dx, dy))
JX JXXX-&

for u, v^C0(X)nH such that z;=l on a neighbourhood of supp[wj (cf. [4]).
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Moreover, in Corollary 2.16, we show that the representation (1.1) of a can
be extended to uy vt=H(d. [12] and [18]).

Let M=(PX) Xt) and M=(PX, Xt) be the Hunt processes associated with
a and a, respectively (see [5]). Let S be the set of all smooth measures of M
and At the set of all positive continuous AF's of M. S. Carrillo Menendez
[6] showed that S and At are in one to one correspondence which is charac-
terized by the following relation; for A&At and

(1.2) Eh.m[\*f(X9)dA9] = f
JO JO

for any non-negative Borel functions / and h on X and t>0 (see [8] for the
symmetric case). Let the couple (H, N(y, dx)) be a Levy system of M (see
A. Benveniste and J. Jacod [2]) and v the smooth measure corresponding to
H^At. In the same way we can consider iv, z>. In Section 3 we show that
<r(dxy dy)=N(y, dx) v{dy\ X(dx)^=N(yy S) v(dy) and X(dy)=]Sf(yy 8) D(dy) (see
Theorem 3.8 and Remark 3.9).

In Section 4, for any AF A, we define

(1.3) e(A) = lim - ^ £w[(°V" f A) dt]
<*-><*> 2 Jo

if the limit exists. e(A) is called the energy of A. We define the mutual energy
of AF's A and B by e(A, E)=\j2(e(A+B)-e{A)-e{B)\ Then we show

c °

that (JK, e) is a real Hilbert space, where <M is the set of all martingale AF's

of finite energy, and that the AF

A^ = u(Xt)—u(X0) (u is a q.c. version of t/Gfl)

has a unique decomposition
(1.4) AM = M
where Ulc is the set of all continuous AF's of zero energy M. Fukushima [8]
proved the above results in the symmetric case. Moreover we show that

(1.5) e ( ^ M ) = = a ( M ) « ) - l < « 2 , X>.

M. Fukushima [8] defined the energy of AF A by

(1-6) ±

In the symmetric case it holds that

(1.7) lim — (u—pt uy u)L2 = a(uy u)
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and hence

(1.8) i(^M) = a(«,«)-A-<M2,%>

(see Remark 4.6). But, in the non-symmetric case, we do not know the valid-
ity of (1.7), and hence we can not prove (1.8). It is known that M M has a
decomposition;

c d

where MLul and M[w] are the continuous and purely discontinuous part of M[M]

j k

respectively, and Mc"] and MM are defined by

Here, ? is the life time of M and for AF A, A denotes A—Ap with Ap being
the dual predictable projection of A (cf. [7] and [9]). The smooth measure
corresponding to A(=At is denoted by i*A. If At(co)=A(i1\co)—A(t2\co)yA^\
A(2)^At and if fiAco9 i=l> 2, are bounded measures, then the measure fiA

o

corresponding to A is given by A&^CD—^C2). In particular, for ik/™,
(UyV^H), we use the abbreviations <̂«,p> and jtl<w>t,> for fM^M^M^y a n

a = c , J, j , A, respectively. The symbol <M, A/̂ > is the quadratic variation of
M, A^Gc f̂. In Theorem 4.9 and its collorary, we prove that for u, v

(1.9) kuAdy) = J^ («W-«W) (»(*)-»(y)) v(dx, dy)

(l.io)

and

(1.11)

In Section 5 we prove the derivation property of ^ <„,„>; for uy v^Hb (=the
set of the essentially bounded functions in H) and

(1.12) d^<uv>w>(x) = u(x) d^<VtW>(x)+v(x) dv

This formula was already proved by Y. Le Jan [12] (also cf. [8]), but here we
give an alternative proof based on the martingale theory. As an application
of the equality (1.12), we prove a stronger local property (see Corollary 5.10)
of the symmetric form N.

In the beginning of Section 6 we introduce the notion of general Dirichlet
form due to H. Kunita [10], for the condition (a.l) is too restrictive to give
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interesting examples. This notion is a little more general than the preceding
definition of Dirichlet form in the sense that the coercivity condition (a.l) for
a^ is only assumed for a large enough. The basic analytical results on the
Dirichlet form are known to hold for the general Dirichlet form with minor
modifications ([4], [12]). It is also known that any regular general Dirichlet
space admits an associated Hunt process ([5]). Further the arguments in
the present paper only involve a* for sufficiently large a. Therefore all of
the present assertions for the Dirichlet form persist to hold for the general
Dirichlet form. We will give several examples of general Dirichlet forms
which illustrate the usefulness of the theory of non-symmetric Dirichlet space.

As the first example we exhibit a class of bilinear forms given by

(1.13) a°(fi,©) = S ( aij^-^-dx-i:[ biv-^-dx+[ cuvdx
iJ = lJD dxt dXj i = lJD dXi JD

for uy v^H1(D). Here D is an open set of Rd; H\D) is the Sobolev space of
order 1; the coefficients aijy b{, i, j=l, 2, •••, d, and c are bounded measurable
functions on D satisfying certain additional conditions. Moreover we show
that this class contains the form corresponding to the differential operator L,
treated by H. Osada [16], given formally by

where L° is the generator corresponding to a0.
Next, we consider the case with boundary conditions in an orthant. Let

D= {x=(£y xd)^Rd: fe l f - 1 , xd>0}, dD= {x<=Rd: xd=0} and for u,

(1.14) a(tf,f0 = a o ( u , * 0 - 2 (
i=i JdD gi

where /3iy i=l, 2, •••, d—l> are functions on 3D with bounded derivatives of
first order and satisfying certain additional conditions of the same type as for
bi> Then, in Theorem 6.2, we show that a is a general Dirichlet form on D
=D(JdD. If the generator corresponding to a0 is the Laplacian, then the
process associated with a given by (1.14) is a Brownian motion with oblique
reflection on D.

Finally we give an example of non-local form which is a slight generaliza-
tion of Example IV. 3.2 in [5].

2. Basic notions and the Beurling-Deny formula

Let Xy m and (a, H) be given as in Section 1.
DEFINITION 2.1. The generator (L, £D(L)) of a is the operator from
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= {U^H; there exists w^L2(X, m) such that a(w, v)=(—zvy v)j} for all v
to L\X, m) and defined by

Lu = w for u^3){L).

We see that (L, 3){L)) is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continu-
ous contraction semigroup (Tt)t>Q of operators on L2(X, m). This is contained
in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.2 (H. Kunita [10]). For each a > 0 , there exists a uniquely de-
termined bounded operator Gafrom L\Xy m) to H such that
(i) a*(Gju,v)=(u,v)L* (u€EL\X,m),<vezH)9

(ii) G^-Gp+ia-p) GjGp=0for any a, /?>0,
(iii) WaGAV^UV^ (u^L\Xym)\
(iv) lim aGc6u=u in H as in L\X, m),

(v) (aI-L)-*=Ga

(vi) aGa is sub-Markovian, i.e., O^aGji^l m-a.e. whenever u^L\Xy m),
O^u^l m-a.e..

The family (Ga>)o}>0 is called the resolvent of a. By the same method we
can define the co-resolvent ((ja>)a,>o of a such that

&J&*v> u) = *Ju, 6av) = (fi, v)L2.

REMARK 2.3.

Ttu = lim e-M fj - M - (aGJ* «, ̂ eL2(X, m).
«><» « o n!

Then (Tt)t>0 determines a strongly continuous contraction sub-Markovian
semigroup of a.

DEFINITION 2.4. Let F be a non-empty convex closed subset of H. u is
called the ^-projection of w&H, written by w=IIra>(^)> ^ wGF and a#(u—w,
v—u)^0 for any

DEFINITION 2.5. A positive Radon measure /J, on X is said to be oi finite
energy integral if

for some constant c>0.

We denote by S9 the family of all positive Radon measures of finite energy
integral. fjb^S0 if and only if there exists for each a > 0 a unique function
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that

a*( U^fi, v)=[ v(x) fi,(dx) (v e C0(X) fl H).

We call U^fju an ^-potential. Similarly we can define an a ̂ -potential U^p.

REMARK 2.6. By Stampacchia's representation theorem (see [3]), there
exist the a^-projection and the a^-potential.

Let A be an open set of X and define a closed convex subset HA of H by

HA = {v^H\ v^l w-a.e. on A} .

If HA^F$> then there exists uA = J[^(0)^HA and uA is an a^-potential (a>0).

DEFINITION 2.7. We define the capacity of an open set AczX as the num-
ber

s if HA = <£

wi is called the capacitary potential of A. And for any subset EdX we define

f oo if HE = <£

where

j y £ = u jy.4 and «i =
WczA

A is open

Let O(E) be the set of open sets containing E. S. Carrillo Menendez [5]
has proved that if there exists A^O{E) such that HA + cj>, then cap(i?)=lim

O(E)
It is also known that if A and B are open sets and AczB, then cap(^4)
(see [3]). Then it follows that if EczF, then cap(£)^cap(jF) and

hence cap(jE)= inf cap(^4).
A is open

The co-capacity cap(Z?) of EdX is defined by using a instead of a.
Set

and

Sm =

The following lemma can be proved by the same method as Theorem
3.3.2 in [8].
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Lemma 2.8. The following conditions are equivalent for a Borel set AdX\
(i) cap(i4)=0,
(ii) cap(i4)=0,
(iii) fjb(A)=0 for any p e So,
(iv) ft(A) = 0 for any fi e S^,
(v) fjb(A)=O for any

Let i be a subset of X. A statement depending on # e X is said to hold
q.e. on A if there exists a set NdA of zero capacity such that the statement
is true for every x^X—N. "q.e." is an abbreviation of "quasi-everywhere".

DEFINITION 2.9. An extended real valued function / on X is called quasi-
continuous (q.c.) if for any £>0 there exists an open set A such that
(i) cap(,4)<£
(ii) /1 X_A is continuous on X—A.

REMARK 2.10. In the same way as in the symmetric case [8] it is shown
that any element of H has a q.c. version.

Let

a(a>)(tt, v) = a(u—aGau, v)Lz

for any a>0 and u, v^L\X, m).

Lemma 2.11 (H. Kunita [10]). (i) Let u<EL2(Xy m). Then u<=H if and
only */sup a{ct)(uy u)<oo,

(ii) For any u, v^H, lim a(*}(tt, v)=a,(u, v).

Let

a(t*, v) = — (a(u, v)+k(u> v)) (M, V^H) .

Clearly (a, H) is a symmetric Dirichlet space and it holds that a(w, u)=a(uy u)—
a(Uy u). Hence we have the following lemma (see [8]).

Lemma 2.12. (i) If u^H, then Tu&H and 2L{U, u)^a(Tu, Tu) for any
normal contraction T.
(ii) If u, v are bounded functions in H, then uv^H and a(uv, uv)1/2^\\u\\oo

(iii) If u^H and un=(—n\/u)An, then un^H and un->u as n->°o with re-
spect to \\ \\ff.
(iv) / / u^H and u^=u—((—S)Vu)AS (£>0), then u^(=H and u^-^u as
S-+0 with respect to \\ \\H.
(v) Let D be an open set. Then CQ(D)f]H is dense in HD with \\ \\H, where
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HD= {v(=H: i>=0 q.e. on Dc}.

Lemma 2.13 ([8]). If the resolvent (Ga»)aJ>o is positive, then there exists a
unique measure o-^ on XxX such that

(2.1) a2 [ Ga u(x) v{x) m(dx) = [ u(x) v(y) <ra(dx, dy)
JX JXXX

for every Borel functions uy v^L2(X> m).

Using Lemma 2.11, we can define a unique Radon measure cr on XxX—A
such that o-^-^a vaguely on XxX—A as a-*°o and

(2.2) \ u(x) v(y) c(dx, dy) = — a(w, v)

for any u, v^CQ(X) fl H such that supp|¥] f] supp[v]=<t>. By the same method,
we can define the measures &# and & if we replace G^ and a by (xrt and a in (2.1)
and (2.2). It is easy to see that <r(dx} dy)=&(dyy dx).

Lemma 2.14. (i) For any relatively compact open set D c Z , there exists
a unique Radon measure XD on X, supported in D, such that for every

(2.3) ( u(x)XD(dx) = lima\ u(x) (l-aGJD(x)) m(dx),
JX <*+<» JX

and it holds that if D' is a relatively compact open set such that DczD', then
XD' on D.
(ii) There exists a unique Radon measure X on X such that for any

(2.4) ( u(x) X(dx) = lim ( u(x) XD(dx).
Jx D\X Jx

Moreover, if u> v^C0(X)f)H and v=l on a neighbourhood of supp[#], then the
measure X satisfies the equality

(2.5) ( u(x) X(dx) = a(v, u)~ [ u(y) (l-v(x)) a(dx, dy).
JX JXXX-A

Proof. Let u^C0(X)nH and v=l on a neighbourhood of suppfw].
Then, by Lemma 2.13, we have

(2.6) a«(a, v) = \ u(y) (l-v(x)) cr^dx, dy)

+a\ u(x) (1—aG^ ID(x)) m(dx)

which implies that the measure a{\—aGc6ID(x))m(dx) is uniformly bounded
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on D. Hence there exists a subsequence {an} of {a} and a positive Radon
measure XD on D such that

an(l—an G#n ID) m-+XD vaguely on D as an -* °° .

Thus we have

( u(x) XD(dx) = lim [a<"*>(*;, a ) - ( u(y) (1-»(*)) <r«n (dxy dy)]

= a(e>, */)— \ «(y) (1— v(x)) <r(dx, dy) .

This show that XD is uniquely determined independently of the choice of {an}
and satisfies the equality (2.3). Let D' be a relatively compact open set such
that D c D ' . Then it is clear that XD^XD' on D. It is easy to see that (ii)
follows from (i). The proof is complete.

By the same method, we can define XD and X if we replace Ga by (r* in
the above lemma. Then X satisfies for the above u and v,

(2.7) ( u(x) X(dx) = a(n, v)— \ u(x) (l-v(y)) <r(dx, dy).
JX wXxX~&

Theorem 2.15 (Beurling-Deny formula). The regular Dirichlet form a
on L2(Xy m) can be represented for u> v^C0(X)C\H as follows;

(2.8) | - a(u, v)+± a(w, v) = N(u, v)

+ \ \xxx^ (u(x)-u(y)) (v(x)-v(y)) <r(dx, dy)

+ 4 - ( w w v(x) %(^)+4- [ u(x) v(x) x(dx) -
2 J-X" 2 *x

Here N is a symmetric form with domain C0(X) fl H and satisfies the following
condition;

(2.9) N(uy v)=0for u> v^Co(X)C\H such that v is constant on a neighbourhood
of supp[i/]. cr is a positive Radon measure on XxX—A given by (2.2). X (resp.
X) is a positive Radon measure on X given by (2.5) (resp. (2.7)).

Proof. Since (a, H) is a regular symmetric Dirichlet space on L2(X, m)f

we get for M, V e C0(X) fl H,

(2.10) a(w, v) = N(u, v)

+^- \ Hx)
2 Jjrxz-A
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( {)
J X

where N is a symmetric form satisfying (2.9), & is a symmetric positive Radon

measure on XxX—A such that

(2.11) ( u(x) v{y) *(dxy dy) = -a (« , v)
JXXX-&

for any u, ̂ GC0(Z) Hi? with disjoint supports, and % is a positive Radon meas-
ure on X such that

(2.12) [ u{x)%{dx) = *{u,v)-\\ {u{x)-u{y)){v{x)-v{y))if{dx,dy)

for any u, »eC 0 (J ) f l f f such that v=l on a neighbourhood of supp[«]. But

by the definition of a- and &, we can see that ff=—(<r-\-&). And (2.12) implies
that 2

u{x) %(dx) = »(«, v)-

= 1 a(«, t ; ) - l f «(y) ( l -»(

+ 1 &(«, v)-\ \ u(y) (l-v(y)) &(dx, dy)
£, £ J XXX~ A

= T L <*)*(**)+j \x «(*)
Hence X=—(%+X). Now let iV=N, then iV satisfies the condition (2.9) and

(2.13) 1 a(«, c ) + l

= N(u, v)

— \ («(*)-ii(y)) (v(x)-v(y)) <r{dx, dy)
4 Jxxx-b

Since the second and third terms of the right hand side of (2.13) are the same,
(2.13) implies (2.8). The proof is complete.

Let D be any relatively compact open subset of X. For non-negative
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with supp[u](ZX— D, we define the positive measures <ru, &u

and &u on X by

f u{x)a{dx,dy),
X

&u(dy) = ID{y) \ u(x) &(dx, dy)
J X

and

au(dy) = ID(y) J^ u(x) a(dx, dy).

We use the notation HD= {v^H: v=0 q.e. on Dc}. Since ^ G S Q with respect

to the restriction aD=a | HDXHD a nd &=—(cr+^*)> s o do <ru and -̂M. The equality

(2.10) implies that for any v(=C0(X) f]Hy

j v(x)2%{dx)^a(v, v).

This implies that IK'%^S0 and hence /#•%, IK'X^S0 for any compact set
KdX. Thus, using the same method as Lemma 4.5.4 in [8], we have the
following corollary.

Corollary 2.16. The representation (2.8) of Dirichlet form a extends to

(2.14) 1 afc * ) + ! a^, ^) = iV(iif c)

+
where u and i) denote q.e. versions and N is a symmetric form on Hx H satisfying,
for u, v^H with compact support, N(u, v)=Oifv is constant on a neighbourhood of
supp[u].

3. Jumping and killing measures

Let M=(C19 Px) ?, Xt) and M=(&, A,, I, Jtt) be the Hunt processes
associated with a and a, respectively, which were constructed by S. Carrillo
Menendez [5]. We denote by S the family of all smooth measures (see [8]).
It is known that /JL^S if and only if there exists a nest {Fn} of /M such that
IFn*fi^S0 for each n (see [8]; Theorem 3.2.3) and that a set NdX is ex-
ceptional if and only if cap(iV)=0 ([11]).
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The transition function and resolvent of M is denoted by (pt)t>o a nd (ft*)*>o
respectively. Then for any u^L2(X, m), ptu and Rji are q.c. versions of Ttu
and Gji (t} a>0) respectively (see [5]). The restriction MD of M by an open
set D is the Hunt process associated with (aD, HD), where HD={u^H: u=0
q.e. on Dc} and aD=a,\HDxHD. Let (i?£)*>0 be the resolvent of MD. We define

H»(x, E) = Ex[exp {-ct<rM /*(*,*)] (a>0,

where M=DC and <rM=inf {^>0: X ^ M } . Then we have the following rela-
tions;

(3.1) H»-H»=(/3-cc)It2Hf

and

(3.2) R, = 1Q+HSR.

Similarly we can define the kernels j ^ , j&j, ̂ ^ and ^ ^ related to Jf.

Lemma 3.1. There exists a unique positive Radon measure k on X charg-
ing no exceptional set such that for any u €= C0(X) U HQ>

(3.3) <«, k> = lim

= lim— ( «(*)(1-^1(*)

where Ho is a set of all elements of H with compact support in X and u is any q.c.
version of u.

Similarly k is given by replacing K* and ftt for R# and pt in (3.3).

Proof. Let Z), Z>j and D2 be relatively compact open subsets of X such
that DaDl and A ^ A - K M G C 0 ( I ) n ^ and ©eC0(X)flil^, then

+ a \ u{x) v(x)(l—aR* IDSx)) m(dx).

Fix v satisfying ^ = 1 on Dv Then

+a [ u(x) {\-aRm ID2(x)) m(dx).
JDI

This implies that the family of maps
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(3.4) FS: u H* a^ u(x) (l-aRm ID2{x)) m(dx)

is equicontinuous on HDh In fact, for any u&C0(X) f)HDi,

(3.5) | F * ( « ) | ^ ( | » | ) £ a « ( « , |M|)
SCWXv, v)+(v, v)^}1'2ai(|M|, |w|)I/2 by Lemma 3.1 of [10]
^ C a^w, uf12 by Lemma 2.11,

with some constants C, and C. It is trivial that {F%} is equicontinuous on
C0(D). Let

Then, since FJ^uj^F^u) for any positive Borel function #, {FJ- is equicon-
tinuous both on HD and on C0(D). Consider the case that u=Rpf, / 3 > 0 , / e
C0(D). Then, by (3.2), we have

(3.6) Fm(u) = a j^ ̂ / W ( 1 - a ^ l ^ J - o f f ^ 1(*)) m(dx)

= a\ f{x) (Rg l(x)-aR?R° l(x)) m(dx)

-<*\j{x) R$H%Ra l(x) m(dx).

Using the resolvent equation and (3.1), the right hand side of (3.6) is equal to

ce[ f(x) (itf I(x)-0R$I12 1(*)) m(dx)-az[ f{x) R%H?R* l{x) m{dx)
JX JX

and this converges to

t f(x)(l-j3R$l(x))tn(dx)-\ f(x)Hf\{x)m{dx)
w X J X

as a->oo. Since the range of jfe ,̂ /3>0, is dense in HD and {F^} is equicon-
tinuous on HD, FJu) converges to some limit as a->oo for any u^HD. By the
regularity of (aD, HD), HD fl C0(D) is dense in C0(D). Again by the equicon-
tinuity of {F^} on C0(D), FJu) converges as a->°° for any u^CQ(D). Since
D is arbitrary, there exists a unique positive Radon measure k such that for
any M G C 0 ( I ) , <M, &>=lim JPJW). And for each Dy

This shows that k charges no set of zero capaicty in D and <$, &)>=lim FJu)

for any u^HD. Since Z) is arbitrary, A charges no exceptional set and <#, ky=
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lim. F^u) for any u&H0. Hence the measure k satisfies the first equality of

(3.3). The second equality of (3.3) holds by Karamata's theorem (see D.V.
Widder [22]; Theorem 5.4.3). The proof is complete.

REMARK 3.2. In the proof of the above lemma, we have seen that the
family of maps F% in (3.4) is equicontinuous both on HD and C0(D). Hence,
by Lemma 2.14 and the argument similar to that for the family |F«J, it follows
that

(3.7) (fi, XDzy = lim a\ u(x) (l—aRa ID2(%)) m(dx) for any

Lemma 3.3 (cf. [8]; Lemma 4.5.2). The measure k in Lemma 3.1 satisfies
the following conditions)
(i) Foranyu^H,

(3.8) <$2, ky = lim a\ u(x)2 (1—aR^ l(x)) m(dx)

= lim 1 j z u{xf (1-Pt 1(*)) m(dx),

(ii) For any f, h^B+(X) (—the set of all positive Borel functions) and t>Q,

(3.9) Eh.JJ{X(.) :S£t] = [ <fk, $sh
Jo

(in) Es[e-"Sf(Xc-)] is a q.c. version of UJJk) for a>0, / G C 0
+ ( I ) .

Proof. Since aR* is sub-Markovian, it holds that

(3.10) a j u(x)2(l-aR(tl(x))m(dx)^2a^ u(x)(u(x)-aRc6u(x))m(dx)

for all u&H (see the proof of Proposition 1.3.3 in [12]). By Lemma 2.11 and
Lemma 3.1, we have

^2a(uf u) for any USECO(X) flH.

By Fatou's lemma, we have

(3.11) <fi\ k>^2a,(uf u) for any u&H.

From Lemma 3.1 and (3.11), the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) follow by the same
way as Lemma 4.5.2 in [8]. The proof is complete.

REMARK 3.4. The statement (3.9) is equivalent to the following;

(3.12) £*.„!>-•'/(*«-)] = <fk, &Ji>, f, h<=B+{X), a > 0 .
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We can give a direct proof of (3.12). In fact, let D be any relatively compact
open set of X and /eCf(-X) and supp [ / ]cD. Then f&Ji<=HD (h(=Ct(X))
and it holds that

= lim fi[ hRJf (1-/3R* 1)] dm

But we have

- / ? # . 1)] (*) =

and this converges to Ex[e~^f(X^)] as /3->oo.

Theorem 3.5. k=X and k= X.

Proof. By the definition of X and ky it is clear that k^X. Hence we
prove that k^.X. Take D and D2 as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. For any

f(Z) n ^ s u c h that supp [ / ]c f l and any

= lim a[

= lim a\

dm by (3.7)

D2)] dm

^lima( hR°[f(l-aR°ID)]dm
«>«» Jx

where TD=<TX-D' The last equality follows from the same calculus as Remark
3.4. Letting D f X, we have

This shows that X^k. Similarly we can see X = k. The proof is complete.

In the present paper, the definitions of additive functionals and related
concepts (continuous, square integrable etc.) are taken in the sense of Fukushima
[8]; Chap. 5. Let At be the set of all positive continuous AF's. Hence-
forth we use the notations;
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U°Af(x) = £,[£ e""f(X,) dAt] and (fA)t = £/(*,) dAs

for A^At and f^B+(X). The set of all smooth measures on X is denoted by
S. The following theorem is proved in [6].

Theorem 3.6. For JJ,^S and A^At, the following conditions are equi-
valent to each other \

(i) UA/is a q.c. version of UJ^ffju) for any f^B+(X) such
(ii) (h, U"Af)L=Qv<,, &Ji>, a>0J, h<=

(iii) Ek.a[(fA)t]={' </M) $Ji> ds, t>0, f,
Jo

(iv) lim t oc(h, UA+yf)=(f/j,, hy for any 7-co-excessive function h andf^B+(X).

(v) lim —Eh.m[(fA)t]=<̂ ffjby hyfor any 7'-co-excessive function h andf^B+[X).
Moreover, S and At are in one to one correspondence which is characterized by
one of above statements.

Let DaX be an open set, At(D) the set of all positive continuous AF's
of MD and SD the set of all smooth measures related to SLD. Theorem 3.6 holds
on D, i.e., SD and At(D) correspond to each other in a unique manner. For

t, Itt A?=

L e m m a 3 .7 . If fi is the smooth measure corresponding to A , then fi\D is
the measure corresponding to A D .

Proof. In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.5 in [8], we can
show that Theorem 3.6 (iv) is valid on D, and this completes the proof.

By A. Benveniste and J. Jacod [2], there exists a couple (H, N(y, dx))y

so called Levy system of M, of H^At and a kernel N such that

for any x^X and any positive Borel function/on (X\J {S})x(XU {S}) (S is an
extra point).

Now we give the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.8. Let v be the smooth measure corresponding to H^At*
Then we have
(i) <r(dx, dy)=N(y, dx) v(dy) on Xx X-A,
(ii) X(dy)=N(y, S) v{dy) on X.

Proof, (i) Let u, v^CQ{X)V[H and DdX a relatively compact open
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set satisfying supp[v](zDczD and supp[#]cil4f (M=DC). We already re-

marked that the measure <ru(dy)=ID(y)\ u(x) <r(dx, dy) is of finite energy in-

tegral with respect to a,D. Then

= a(u, v)L2+si%(H%u-u9 v)

= cc(u9 v)L2+^(H^u-uy v) ( v H%u

= a(u,v)L?-*«(u,v) ( v am(H»u,v) = 0 (see [11]))

= -a(u, v) = J u{x) v(y) <r{dx, dy) = J v(

and hence, for

UD
a(<ru) (x) =

{x) (

p(-a
= £,[ 2

where

Nu{y) = J «(*) JV(y, die).

Hence au is the smooth measure corresponding to ((Nu) H)D. On the other
hand, by Lemma 3.7, ((Nu) v) \D is also the measure corresponding to ((Nu) H)D.
Therefore au=((Nu) v) \ D. Thus

\ u(x) v(y) <r(dx, dy) = 1 v(y) <ru(dy)
JXx-b JX

= \ u(x) v(y) N(y, dx) v(dy)
JXXX-&

and this implies that <r(dx, dy)=N(y, dx) v(dy).

Now we prove (ii). For any f^Co(X), we have, by Lemma 3.3 and
Theorem 3.6,

{' <fk, & 1> ds =

= \'<JN(;8)v,&l>ds
Jo
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which implies that N(*, S) v=k=X. The proof is complete.

In this section, we have proved that

cr(dx, dy) = N{y, dx) v(dy) on XxX—A

and

%{dy) = k(dy) = N(y, S) v(dy) on X

which are called the jumping and killing measure of M respectively.

REMARK 3.9. Let (fi, $(y, dx)) be a Levy system of the Hunt process M
and v the smooth measure corresponding to H&At.

Then it holds that

&(dx, dy) = ft(y9 dx) t(dy) on I x l - A

and

X(dy) = fay) = My, S) t{dy) on X.

4. The energy of AFs and a decomposition of AFs of finite energy

In this section, using the notion of the energy of AF's, we give a decom-
position of AF's generated by functions in H.

DEFINITION 4.1. For any A&A (=the set of all AF's) we define

(4.1) e(A) = lim -f- Em[[° e"* A] dt],

whenever the finite limit exists. e(A) is called the energy of A. And we define

the mutual energy of AFs A and B by e(A, B)=— [e(A+B)-e(A)—e(B)].
Li

REMARK 4.2. M. Fukushima [8] defined the energy of AF A by

(4.2)

If e(A) exists, then e(A) is well defined and e(A)=e(A).

For any A^At, the smooth measure corresponding to A is denoted by
fjbA. We consider the families

3t={M^A: forq.e. xZEX, ES[M?\<OO and Ex[Mt] = 0 (t>0)}

and
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Jk= {MeJH: e(M)<oo} .
O

For any M&JM, it holds that

(4.3) e(M) = e(M) = sup - 1 - Em[M2
t] = 1

o

(see [8]). Here the symbol <Af> is the quadratic variation of M^<!M (see [7]).

Lemma 4.3. Let A^At. Then
(i) <*, C75/> = <Ji*A, U« v>for a > 0
(ii) ^ [ ^ J ^ ^ l l ^ i HI- PA(X)for t>0 and

Proof, (i) For any/G-B+(X) such that/^^GSo, it holds that

<„, C/3/> = <,,, t / # ( /^ )> by Theorem 3.6

Let f^B+(X) and fn=IFn(f An), n=\y 2, •••, where -{Fn} is a nest of ^ Then

(ii) ^v [̂ 4J ̂ « ' <v, Ex[^ e- dAJ>

= e'<p,U1
A\y

= e'<,,A, UlVy by (i)

= et\\U1v\\^A{X).

Using (4.3) and Lemma 4.3 (ii) instead of (5.2.17) in [8], the following
theorem can be proved in the same way as Theorem 5.2.1 in [8].

o

Theorem 4.4. <3ii is a real Hilbert space with inner product e. Moreover,
o o

for any e-Cauchy sequence JMF^JM, there exist a unique M^JM and a subsequence
nk such that lime(Mn—M)=0 and for q.e. x^X, Px(limMn

t
k=Mt uniformly

on any finite interval ofi)=l.

Let

Jlc= {N^LA: AT is continuous and for q.e.

Ex[\Nt\]<oo (t>G) and e(N) = 0} .

We define
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(4.4) A^ = u(Xt)-u{X0) (*>0)

where u is a q.c. version of ueH.

Lemma 4.5. Alui is of finite energy and for u,

(4.5) e(A™, A^) = 1 a(«, v)+±- a(«, »)

Proof. By the definition of e,

= lim • £ # . [ ( e-*'{u{Xt)-u{X0)f dt
<*+~ 2 Jo

= lim 4r [ (R« u(xf-2u(x) Ra u(x)+±- u{xf) m(dx)

(-^u(xf~u(x) Rmu(x)) m(dx)]

= — — lim a I u(x)2 (1—a&M 1 (^)) m(^)+lim a(u—aR* u, u)Lz

= I M(X)2 j^(<fo)+a(«, M) by Lemma 2.12 and Lemma 3.3

= - — ( u(xf X(dx)+a(u, u) by Theorem 3.5 .

The equality (4.5) follows from the definition of the mutual energy. The
proof is complete.

REMARK 4.6. Similarly, by the definition of e, we have

(4.6) e(AW) = lim — (u-pt u, u)L2-— lim— ( u{x)\\-$t \{x)) m(dx).
'jo t 2 **° t Jx

In the symmetric case, it holds that

(4.7) lim — (u—pt u, u)L2=a(uy u)

and hence

(4.8) e(AW) = a(uy u)-^- \ u{xf X(dx).

But, in the non-symmetric case, we do not know the validity of (4.7), and hence
we can not prove (4.8).
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Lemma 4.7 (cf. [8]; Lemma 5.1.1). For any u&H, v&S0> 0<T<oo
and £>0, it holds that

(4.9) Pv(sug Iu(Xt) I >£)<

for some constant 0 0 .

Proof. Let E={x<=X: \u(x)\>£}. Then the left hand side of (4.9) is
dominated by

(4.10) eT

= eT 2L,{p, [7, v)

^Cx eT
 ai(/>, p)1'2 a1(C/I v, Ut v)112 by (a.l) and (a.2)

since /> is a q.c. version of the capacitary potential u\ of E. By the definition
of E and M^, we have

and this completes the proof of Lemma 4.7.

For the AF Alu^ generated by u&H, we have the following theorem (see
[8]; Theorem 5.2.2 for the symmetric case).

Theorem 4.8. For any u^H, ALul admits a unique decomposition;

(4.11) i!M = M

Moreover, it holds that for u,

(4.12) *(ilfM, M^) = i - *(u9 v)+— &(n, ^ ) - —
Ad Ai ZJ

Proof. The uniqueness is trivial. The equality (4.12) follows from
(4.11) and Lemma 4.5. We show the existence of such M^ and N1"1. First
we consider the case of u^=Rxfy f^Ct{X). Then Lu=u—f. Let

p= [' Lu(Xs)ds
Jo

and

= Ap-iLu(Xs) ds .
Jo
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Then q.e.

x[Mp] = pt u(x)-u(x)- [psiu-f) ds = O
Jo

Since

we have, for all t>0>

E»[(M?i)2<oo for any

By Lemma 2.8, for all *>0,

Ex[{M^f\<oo q.e.

Since M*?1 is a martingale, it holds that

q.e. x G l , ^ [ ( M ^ ^ o o for all

Thus Mp e c5K. Let Lw=^. Then

*r\ = 2Em[\'g(X9) \
JO Js

This implies that e(Nltt^)=0 and hence Wi<=Jlc. Next, for any MGjff, there
exists un=R1ftt (fn^C0(X))y which converges to u in || ||jy as n->°o% By the
uniqueness of the decomposition (4.11) for un's, we have

= a(un—umi un-um)-—<(un-um)\

^a(un-um, un-um)
—> 0 as ft, m->oo .

o

Hence {M1""1} is a Cauchy sequence in (JM, e). Then, by Theorem 4.4, there
o

exist a unique Mlul^JM and a subsequence w* such that
Ml""1 -> iW^ in ( ^ , e) as

and q.e.
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(4.13) P,(lim Mlu»J=Mlp uniformly on any finite interval of t)=l.

Let Nm=AW—MM. By virtue of Lemma 4.7 and the definition of A™, the
statement (4.13) for A™ holds. Hence the statement (4.13) for JVM holds.
This implies that A™ is a continuous AF. It is clear that q.e. x^X, Ex[ | N1?1 | ]
< co for all t>0. Now we prove that e(Nlul)=0. Since

-»0 as n—>oOy by the same calculus as above. Thus e(N^u^)=0. The proof
is complete.

Next we give a decomposition of MCw] (u^H). Let

<3HC = {MGLJH: Px{Mt(a>) is continuous in i) = 1 q.e.

and

> = 0 for any

P.A. Meyer [7] showed that the martingale AF Mc*3 has the following decom-
position;

(4.14) MM = M

(4.15)

and AfM=Aff^—Afw. Here AMc;]=M[/]-M[/_] and the right hand side of
(4.15) is defined by the following way. Consider the sequence J1*, w=l, 2, •••,
of the stopping times defined by

= inf is: ±.<\a(X.)TV

1 )| ̂ _L_}, fl = I, 2, - .
/ 2 1

Let

Ak = S

Since
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ij<oo q.e.
n —i

there exists a dual predictable projection (Ak)p of Ak. Let Ak=Ak—(Ak)p.

Then ^Ak is a. Cauchy sequence with respect to the family (r]x t: rjx t(M)=Ex
k=i ' *

[M?] for q.e. x^X and all ^>0} of the semi-norms in <!M. Then we define

the right hand side of (4.15) as lim S Ak.
d

Moreover MM can be decomposed in the following way;

(4.16) /

where

(4.17) M™ =

and

Here the right hand side of (4.17) is defined by the same method as the defini-
c

tion of M1"1.
Recall that JJ,A denotes the smooth measure corresponding to A&At. If

At(co)=A?\co)-A?\co), A<?\ AP<=At and if ^co, t = l , 2, are bounded
measures, then the measure corresponding to A is defined by J^A—^A^—

o

In particular, for M[M], M[r]e<_5K (*/, v^H), we use the abbreviations
CO C6

Theorem 4.9. For

(4.19) kuAdy) = \x (u(x)-u(y)) (»(*)-

(4.20) U

Proof. By Theorem 3.6, for any f(aB+(X)

(4.21) j x / ( y ) i<,..>(«*y) = lim i -
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where [M™, M™]t= 2 AAfc/] AM1/3. Hence the right hand side of (4.21)
is equal to

lim 1 Em\JtlJ{X9-) (u(X$)-u(Xs_

= limi-£.[£iff.jx/W (*(*)-«(*.)) ( % ) - « ) ) AT(ZS, dx)]

by Theorem 3.6 (v). This and Theorem 3.8 (i) imply (4.91). (4.20) can be
proved by the same calculus as above. The proof is complete.

d j k

REMARK 4.10. Since fi><u>v>=ii><u »>+Afc<«,»> (w> v^H), it follows that

(4.22) i<...>(rfy) = \xv{s) («(*)-«O0) (»(*)-»(y)) ^ , dx) v{dy).

Corollary 4.11. 1- 'ft<Mi,>(X)=N{u, v) («, w

Proof. By (4.12) and Theorem 4.9, we have for any u,v^H,

— a(w, w)+— a(w, ©) =

by (4.3)

1 -̂  1 *
— /J,<UiV>{X) + — fi

= 1 M<» f>
2

Comparing this with (2.14), we get the desired equality. The proof is com-
plete.

5. Derivation property of /*<„> and its applications

Lemma 5.1. For f, u^Hb {=ihe set of bounded functions of H),

(5.1) \ f(x
J X
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that (5.1) holds for all f^Ht. By Theo-
rem 3.6 (ii), we have

Since there exists a subsequence, also written by a, such that aRaf converges
to /q . e . as a-»°o,

(5.2) <M<8>) / > = lim a(f, UU-b l)i«

= lim

= lim

since EM[Qfiu^t]=Em[(Aft*f]^ct for some constant £^0. Since

lim c?Ef.m[[~ e-mt(N¥¥dt] = 0 ,

the right hand side of (5.2) is equal to

e-*\u(Xt)-u(X0))
2dt]

by the same calculus as the proof of Lemma 4.5. The proof is complete.

Using the fact fj,<u tf>=l/2(^<w+t,>—A^<«>—AKtO>)> Lemma 5.1 implies the fol-
lowing corollary.

Corollary 5.2. For f,u,

Lemma 5.3. Let un^H converge to u^H with || \\L* as n->oo and let
a,(uny un) be uniformly bounded. Then
(1) B,(un—u, v) —> 0 as n->oo for allv^H.
(2) a(v, un—u) -> 0 as n->oo for allv^H.

Proof. We only prove (1); The proof of (2) is similar. In the case v=
Xy HI)), we have
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a(un-u, &J) = (un-uJ)L*-(un-u, A / ) L 2 -+ 0 as n-*oo .

For general v^H and any £>0, there exists aJeRange^) such that ||^—zo\\H
<S. Then

lim sup|a(wn—u, v)\ f^lim sup|a(wn—#, z;—«;)|+lim sup|a(#n—u> w)\ ^C*£ .
«->•<» »->•«» »->-oo

The proof is complete.
c

Theorem 5.4 (derivation property of />&<„>). It holds that
c c c

(5.3) dfi<UVtW> = udfi<VfW>+f) djj,<UtW> for u,v,

Proof. This can be proved by the same method as Y. Le Jan [17] (also
cf. [8], [9]), but we give an alternative proof based on the martingale theory.
It is sufficient to show that for u,

(5.4) d[jL<u*tV> = 2u

Let an be a sequence such that un=attRe6nu converges to u q.e. as an-*oo. By
Theorem 4.8 and its proof, we have the expressions;

ul(Xt)-u
2
n(X0) =

where Mtu»\ M^^Ji and TV™, iV^e3Z c . Moreover W* is of bounded
variation. By Ito's formula,

ul(Xt)-u
2

n(X0) = 2\ un(XsJ
Jo

where A is an AF of bounded variation. It then follows that

(5.5) <MMi, MW>t+<Mu'h, MM>, = l[* utt(Xs) d<M-**,
Jo

We now prove that

(5.6) <AP*,AfM> = 0 Pw-a.e.,
2

which implies that (N1""1, NF-vr>=§ Px-a.t., q.e. x. To see this it suffices to
show that

(5.7) <iVi^> = 0 P.-a.e.

Write N for N1"^. Since

q.e. *
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and since

we have

Hence

(~ e-'EJKN>A dt^lim inf 2kEm[[° e~'N2,»* dt]
Jo *-><» Jo

= lim inf (2kyEj[° e"2*' N] dt]
k->°° Jo

which proves (5.7). By (5.5), (5.6) and Theorem 3.6, we have

c c

(5.8) dfi<u2tV> = 2un d[M<UntV>.

Now we prove that for / e CQ(X) f] H,

(5.9) l im I fdfM<u2v> = I fdfi<u2tV>.
n-*°°Jx JX

In fact, forfEiC0(X)nHf

^ I2L{UI-U\ fv)\ + \z(v, ful-fu2)I + Ia(u2
n v-u2v, f)\

by Corollary 5.2, and the right hand side converges to 0 as w-»oo by virtue of
Lemma 5.3. Thus we have

(5.10) lim 1 fd/ttfy = \ fdfz<u2tV>.
*•>«» Jx Jx

On the other hand, by Remark 4.10,

(5.11) ( /<W,,,> = ( f(y) {un{xf-un{yf) (t)(x)-Hy)) <r(dx, dy)
JX J XxX — A

+\j{y)utt{yyv{y)X{dy).

Here

\ dx, dy)
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- ( f(y) {U{xf-u{yf) (9{x)-9(y)) cr(dx, dy)

=1+11,
where

I = t f(y) («„(*)+«.(?)) [(un(x)-u(x)) (un(y)-u(y))]
JXxX-A

X(p{x)-t}{y))<r(dx,dy)

and

II = f f(y) (Un(x)+un(y)-U(x)-u(y)) (u(x)-u(y))
J XXX-A

•X{${x)-V(y))cr{dx,dy).

Firstly we have

X [ \ x x A (V(x)-v(y)f <r(dx,

-> 0 as w->oo .

Secondly, since

f Iu(x)-u(y) I I f)(x)-v(y) \a(dx, dy)< oo ,

the measure fju{dx, dy)= \u(x)—u(y)\ \v{x)—v(y)\<r(dx, dy) on XxX—A is
bounded. Let N be a properly exceptional set such that un(x)->u(x) as n~->oo
for all x^:X—N. Then, since cr(dz, dy)=N(y, dx) v(dy)=ft(x, dy) v(dx)=
fr(dy, dx), we have fi(XxN)=fi(NxX)=0. Hence

(un(x)—un(y)—u(x)—u(y))->0 as w-»oo ^-a.e.

This implies that |II|—>0 as n—><x>. Using the same method, the second
term of the right hand side of (5.11) converges to

asw->oo. Thus

(5.12) lim \ fdl<ul,vy = ( f(y) (u(xf-u(yf) {f){x)-i)(y))a{dx, dy)
ti-^00 JX vXxX~~A
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J d

f dfl<u
2
 vy .

Jx

Then (5.9) holds by (5.10) and (5.12). From the fact that
c c c c

(5.13) I JJ,<UntV>—fA(UtV> I (X) f=*IJ>(un

it is easy to show that

l i m 1 fundii<UntV> = \ fudfi,<u,v>.

Combining this with (5.8) and (5.9), we have (5.4). The proof is complete.

Corollary 5.5. Let v, w^H and v=r=constant tn-a.e. on an open set
DczX. Then

c

V><v,w> = 0 on D .

Proof. Let vGHb. Then for any u e C0(X) fl H such that
c c

r d/jL<UtW> = dfjL<rUtW> b y T h e o r e m 5.4,

= r dv><u,w>+u d[L<,tW> o n D .

Hence
c

u dp<v,w> = 0 on D .

Since u is arbitrary, we have

Let V^LH and vn={{—ri)Vv)/\n. Then since vn^Hb and it converges to v
with || ||tf, it follows by (5.13) that

c c

V<vn,w> -* V<v,w> vaguely as n->oo ,

which completes the proof.

REMARK 5.6. Let uly u2€=H satisfy that ux—u2=r=constant 7/z-a.e. on an
c c

open set DdX. Then, by Corollary 5.5, ID ^<Ml_W2>=0. Since ID ii(Ul-U2> is

the smooth measure corresponding to (Mtui~ud\ Ai^At(D) (M=DC), we have
(5.14) M?A-M?4 = Mc,Mi-"2] = 0 for all t<*x-D.

DEFINITION 5.7. For AF A, we define the support of A by
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supp[^] = {x(=X-N: PX(R = 0) = 1} ,

where AT is the exceptional set of A and i?=inf {t: A

Theorem 5.8. It holds that for

supp[MtM]]Csupp[w] q.e.,

where supp[w]={^GX: for some neighbourhood U of x, u is constant m-a.e. on

uy.
Proof. Let {Op}^i be a sequence of open sets of X satisfying the follow-

ing conditions;

(i) \JoOp=X

(ii) u=rp=constant m-a.e. on Op.
By Remark 5.6, we have

c

where 0 is the zero valued function. It is trivial that M[i01=0 for any t<crx_Op.
Hence

Op C(supp[M"t^])c q.e. for any p .

Since p is arbitrary, this completes the proof.

Theorem 5.9. It holds that for u,

M, Mc"]>]Csupp[tt]risupp[V| q.e. .

Proof. Since

we have

= supp[M[u

by Lemma 5.8. The proof is complete.

Corollary 5.10 (stronger local property of the form N). The symmetric
form N satisfies the following condition)

N{u, v) = 0 for all u, v&H such that supp[w] fl supp|V| = <£ .

Proof. Since suppfw] flsupp|V]=<£, by Theorem 5.9, it holds that supp
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c

MLvly] = (j). Hence there exists a properly exceptional set N such

that supp[<M™, Mwy\<zN. Let R(co)=inf {t: <M^, il^X(co)=|=0}. Then

Px(R(co)>0)=l and Px[<Mu\ JW™>*=O]=1. This implies that ES

j|fM>J=0 for all *>0 and all XSEX-N (see P.A. Meyer [13]), i.e.,
MT^>/=0 for all *>0. Hence N(u9 v)~ li<UtV>(X)=e(<mu\ Mv^)=0.
The proof is complete.

6. Examples

As was stated in Section 1, we extend slightly the notion of Dirichlet form
according to H. Kunita [10]. A form a is said to be a general Dirichlet form
if it satisfies (a.2), (a.3), (a.4) and the following, weaker than (a.l), condition;
(a.l)' There exists a constant ao^O such that aa is coercive for any a>a0.
All the results in the first half of Section 2 concerning the Dirichlet form a
hold for the general Dirichlet form a if a>aOy a1? u\ and U^ there are replaced
by a>a0, a-0+1, UA0+1 and Uao+1 ^([4], [12]). It is easy to see that the Beurling-
Deny formula (2.8) also holds for the general Dirichlet form. Since any regular
general Dirichlet space also admits an associated Hunt process (see [7]) and
our arguments in preceding sections only involve a^ for a large enough, all
of the previous assertions for the Dirichlet form persist to hold for the general
Dirichlet form. In this section we will give several examples of regular general
Dirichlet spaces.

[I]. Let D be a relatively compact open subset of Rd and Hl(D) the Sobo-
lev space of order 1, i.e.,

H\D) = iutEL2(D): ^
dx

where the derivatives — -̂ are taken in the sense of Schwartz distributions. We

also consider the space Hl{D) the closure of C^(D) in H\D). Let dx be the
Lebesgue measure on D and L2=L2(D> dx). We define the norm on H\D)
by

IM\sl = Il«lIx2+11«,|L« for ueH\D),

where

d du 2 \l/2

Consider the following formal generator

(6.1) L°u = S — Uu — ) + 2 *i — - «
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where aijy biy iy j=l, 2, •••, dy and c are bounded measurable functions on D.
The bilinear form a0 corresponding to L° is given by

(6.2, .>, .HjJ^l iJ t*- g J.*.

for w, v^H\D). It is clear that a0 satisfies the condition (a.2). Moreover
we assume that L° is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there exists a constant v>0 such
that

(6.3) 2 % ( ^ ) ^ y ^ ^ | ^ | 2 for all *

((«,-/) is not necessarily symmetric). Then a0 satisfies the condition (a.l)'.
In fact, for any a>0,

(6.4) a°(n, u)+a(uy u)L*

Since

2

the right hand side of (6.4) is not smaller than

(6.5) -|- II^JIi-+(«—IWU—^-(v

Choose ao=^+^- (v+VY ll&ll~)2+lkll~. Then
2 2v

B°(«, u)+a(u, u)^j- (||«x||i«+||«||i') = Y ||«|||t

for any «><x0, and hence â  is coercive for any a>a0. Now we assume that

(6.6) c^O.

Since

(6.7) a°( Tt u, u- Ti u) = ( c(u-1) dx ̂  0,

a0 satisfies the condition (a.3). Now we assume that
d

(6.8) c+ 2 (6,-)^^0 (in the sense of distributions).

Then
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a\u— Tlu,Tlu) = — 'i}\ bi 9^~1) dx+ [ c(u-l) dx,

i.e., a0 satisfies the condition (a.4). If D=Rd, then H\D) is regular.
Summarizing above we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Let a0 be the bilinear form given by (6.2). If the condi-
tions (6.3), (6.6) and (6.8) are satisfied, then (a0, H\D)) and (a0, Hl(D)) are
general Dirichlet spaces on L2(D, dx). Moreover the latter one is regular.

REMARK ([19]). Let

L°°+Ln = {b:b = bl+b2, bl<=L°°, b2t=L"} .

Theorem 6.1 still holds if the boundedness assumption for b{ and c is replaced
by the weaker condition that bi^Loo-\-Ld, i=l9 2, •••, d and c^L°°+Ld/2.

Let D—Rd and consider the following differential operator given formally
by

(6.9) L-
" dXi'

Then (6.9) can be rewritten as

(6.10) L = L°+ 2 -? - H(x,—x,) —

where £r(^)=l/2(/{j,>0}— /^<0}). Now we have for any u,

H ( x x )

and the first term of the right hand side is antisymmetric in i, j because H(y)
= —H(—y). Hence the bilinear form a corresponding to L is given by, for

(6.11) a(a, v) = a°(M, v

and accordingly

(6.12) a(*, 10 = 2

°(M v)+± J ff(**) ^

where ^ i y = a o + i 7 ( ^ — *,-), i, j = l , 2, •••, J. These 3 f7 , f, j = l , 2, •••, rf, are
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bounded measurable functions on Rd satisfying the condition (6.3). There-
fore, by Theorem 6.1, the bilinear form a given by (6.11) is a general Dirichlet
form which is regular and consequently generates a diffusion process on Rd by
virtue of S. Carrillo Menendez [5]. The present argument can be applied to
the form corresponding to formal generator

T TO i v» d j 9
d d

if the condition

holds. Under a more general condition that

fj [d ^u - 0
&i J " dXi dxj

H. Osada [16] has given a specific construction of the diffusion by means of
the associated transition density function.

[II]. Next we consider the case with boundary conditions.
Let D={x=(Z, xd)(=Rd: feU'"1, x^R1 and xd>0}y dD={x^Rd: xd=0}
and D=D\JdD, and we consider the formal generator L° with the following
boundary condition

d cy,. d—1 o 4 /

(6.13) S^-^+S/3,^ = 0,

where /3,-, i=l> 2, •••, rf—1 are bounded measurable functions on 3D with bound-
ed derivatives of first order. Then the bilinear form corresponding to L°
with boundary condition (6.13) is given by, for u}

(6.14) a(M) v) = a°(«, v)- 2

The term ( &(f)fl(£, 0) ^ g > °̂  Jg in (6.14) makes sense by the following

argument. Let 7 be a trace operator of dD (see S. Mizohara [14]). Then
for ue-lP(D), ufc 0)=7u(Z)(=H1/2(dD, d£)y where H1/2(dD, d%)={f^L\dD):

(1+ \z\f* f{z)^L\dD), f{z) is the Fourier transform of/(f)}, and MSiR=

^^lG Jff- '1 / 2(9Z), rff), where H^\dD, d%) is the dual space of HU2(dD, d%).

Then ( /?,(£) v(f, 0) M l </g is understood as the pairing < 8 " ( ^ 0 ) > ^
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of - ^ | L ° 1 and

Theorem 6.2. Let a0 fe the form given in Theorem 6.1 awrf /?,- satisfy the
condition stated after (6.13), Moreover zoe assume that

d-\

(6.15) 2 (A)f^O (*w ^ ^ ^ of distributions}.

Then the bilinear form a given by (6.14) is a regular general Dirichlet form on D.

Proof. For any ^eCST(D), by integration by parts, we have

Thus

(6.16) I 2 \w PAS) *4S, 0) ̂ ^ 1 d£\ ^Cx\\u%

for some constant C1>0. By Theorem 3.16 in [14], it holds that for any G>0,

IK?, 0)|| |2(9 i ) )^e||^|| |2(D)+C(£)||M | | |2(D),

where C(6) is a constant depending on £>0. Hence for any a^O,

a(M> u)+a{u, u ^ i v -

which implies that a* is coercive on C%(D) for a large enough. Similarly a
satisfies (a.2) for any u, v<=Co(D). Since C<r(Z5) is dense in ^(Z)) with re-
spect to || ||jyi, a satisfies the conditions (a.l)' and (a.2) for u, v^H\D). Since
2L{TX U, U~TX u)=a°(T1 u, u- Tx u), a satisfies (a.3). It holds that

( n - Tx uy Tx u) = a°(u- ^ u, Tx u)- 2 t

by Theorem 6.1 and the condition (6.15). This completes the proof.

Now we give an alternative proof of (a.l)' and (a.2) for the form a of Theo-
rem 6.2, following the idea of S. Agmon [1]. By integration by parts, we have

v(x)) M i dx+ J /3,<?) v(x) Pf dx
dXj JD dxddXi
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JD dxi dxd

Hence the bilinear form a given by (6.14) is represented by

( ^ ^ [ h( , 0 S ( u J ] [ i +[ cuvdx
i,J=iJD dXi dXj i=iiD dXi Jz>

where

aid{x) = *„(*)-&(& * = 1, 2, -., rf-1,
^ W = fl«W+A(f), i = 1, 2, - , rf-1 ,
^ii(^) = aij(x)> otherwise

and

The coefficients aijf hh tyj=l, 2, •••, d, are bounded measurable and au satisfy
the condition (6.3). Thus, by the proof of Theorem 6.1, the bilinear form a
given by (6.14) satisfies (a.l) ; and (a.2).

REMARK. Let L°= 2 - ^ - . Then the process X=(X\ X2, •••, Xd) as-
»=i dx}

sociated with the general Dirichlet form a given by (6.14) is expressed by

X\ = J+BI+ \ A(^) d$sy i = 1, 2, .-, d-\ ,
JdD

where x{=Xof i = l , 2, •••, J, B=(Bl, JB2, •••, BJ) is ^-dimensional Brownian
motion, Xt={Xty Xd) and <j>t is the local time of Bd (see M. Tsuchiya [21]).

[III]. Finally we consider an example with non-local form which is a
slight generalization of Example IV. 3.2 in [5]. Let H=H\Rd) and aijf t, j=
1, 2, •••, d, be as in [I]. Let <fi be a positive measurable function on RdxRd

such that
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and we define the functions cx and c2 on Rd by

4>(x,y) dy and c2(x) =

369

Assume that cx and £2
 a r e bounded. Let c be some bounded measurable func-

tion satisfying c^cxVc2. Consider the operator

(6.17) Lu(x) =

Then the associated bilinear form a is defined by

<y) dy-c{x) u(x) .

—J ^ rf 0(^, ̂ ) «(y) v{x) dydx+ ^d c(x) u(x) v(x) dx.

Then it is easy to see that the form a satisfies (a.l)' and (a.2). Furthermore,
a has another expressions;

(6,9)

Hy)-v{x)) <f>(x, y) dxdy

\ du(x)v(x)(c(x)—c2{x))dx

and

(6.20)

1 M(«)
v i?

By (6.20), we have

(6.21) a ( 7 > , M - r i M

+1, * ,,
Since O^r^^)^! for and c ^ and 0 is positive on RdxRd

y (6.21)
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implies that a ^ ^ , u— T-^uj^O. By the same method, (6.19) implies that
2L(U—TXU, Tjtt^O. Hence a given by (6.18) is a general Dirichlet form on
HxH. Moreover, the equalities (6.19) and (6.20) show that the measure
a(dxy dy) = <t>(x> y) dxdy is the jumping measure of a and X(dx)=(c(x)—c1(x)) dx
(resp. X(dx)=(c(x)—c2(x)) dx) is the killing measure of a (resp. a). And

= -h t —(*«+*«) — —
ijii h' 2 v ' JtJ dXi dxj2 i j

is a symmetric form satisfying the stronger local property.
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